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Cutting edge music from the depths of the soul. This music reaks of originality and screams to be listened

to. Ben Usher brings his own brand of soul searing lyrics and guitar riffs to the front lines. Tackling topics

of controversy and personal demons, 12 MP3 Songs METAL: Alternative Metal, ROCK: Grunge Details:

Album Description The debut album from Ben Usher includes searing guitar riffs and heated lyrics that

are sure to keep you listening again and again. Dead West is great to listen to beginning to end as

influences from various styles ranging from grunge, alternative, punk and Goth will keep you on the edge

of your speakers throughout. Never a dull moment and always fresh, Dead West is a must have for every

collection! Like Rage Against the Machine? Checkout track #7 - Killin' Machines. How about Green Day?

Checkout track's #8  #12 - Social Reformatory and Redhanded. What about Type O Negative, you ask?

Track #6 - It's What She Wants, is bound to get you into the groove and keep you there! There's

something for everyone here! Heavy rock and light rock. Track's #4  #9 are great to play for that special

someone or to just bring it down a notch. Pick up Dead West today it's deadly! Bio Ben Usher started on

the journey to Dead West in 1999 after his brother moved away. Without a guitarist, it was time to fill the

void and so he picked up the axe. With a goal to be a professional musician by age 28, Ben set to work

on learning the instrument and mastering his songwriting and lyrical talents. Dead West was released,

locally, in August 2003 after 10 months in the studio (Mad Dog Productions) and more than a year before

Ben's goal. Now, 27 and ready to take on the world, Dead West the band has finally been formed

featuring Carlos Iglesias on bass and Grant Stein on drums. They are currently gearing up for tour in the

U.S. followed by a Euro-tour. Band Members On the Album: Ben Usher - Vocals, backup vocals, guitar,

keyboards. Francois Gehin - Producer/Engineer, drums, 7-string Conklin bass, guitar, keyboards. Fritz

Sigler - Guitar In the band: Ben Usher - Vocals, guitar Carlos Iglesias - Bass guitar, backup vocals Grant
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